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Cut, Color and Finish 
On Stage 

presented by Davines Regional Artistic Team Members, 
Anthony Polsinelli and Amanda Quarshie

Workable, Wearable and Edgy

Sunday, March 24, 2019
3:00 pm -  5:00 pm

Meet and Greet with light appetizers following the show.

Dandy Warehouse • 5020 W. Vliet Street, Milw

Fee: $75.00

We are quality education

Independent. Authentic. Dedicated.

salononlysales
sos

Purchase your ticket on-line at www.salononlysales.com, 
contact your salon consultant or call customer service at 715-426-0620.



A small town boy working in his parents salon, Anthony learned the 
foundations of his craft.  Eager to learn, he set off to study the different 
techniques of cutting and coloring.  The fusion of the different methods 
across the industry have made Anthony into an artist. 

Anthony has educated for Sebastian International and Academy F in 
Florence, Italy.  Additionally, he has had the privilege of working with 
artists such as Robert Lobetta, Tim Hartley and Michael Polsinelli. 

The next step was to open a Davines concept salon in his home town 
of Bolton, Ontario, Canada, which has been a success  since opening. 

Anthony lives his life through spirituality, humanity and the preservation 
of Mother Earth. 

“Balance of mind, body, soul, and hair!”  - Anthony 

A N T H O N Y   P O L S I N E L L I 
Davines Regional Artistic Team 

A M A N D A  Q U A R S H I E
Davines Regional Artistic Team

Amanda Quarshie has been a creative colorist in the beauty industry 
for over 12 years, leading the color team at Blyss Salon. Amanda 
believes in enhancing the natural beauty, while ensuring the health 
and integrity of each client’s hair.

Her passion and dedication have led her to become a trusted 
educator for the Davines Artistic Team where she has the 
opportunity to add to her knowledge and impart it to other salons 
and hairstylists. 

Creating effortless color and staying updated with the latest trends, 
Amanda is also a part of a group of bloggers who showcase her 
creative techniques and inspiration that make her distinction as a 
creative colorist!
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industry for over 12 years, leading the color team at Blyss Salon.
Amanda believes in enhancing the natural beauty, while 
ensuring the health and integrity of each client’s hair.
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educator for the Davines Artistic Team where she has the 
opportunity to add to her knowledge and impart it to other salons
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Creating effortless color and staying updated with the latest
trends, Amanda is also a part of a group of bloggers who 
showcase her creative techniques and inspiration that make her
distinction as a creative colorist!
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